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.ibstract, It is shown that the sequential decoding of :ate one-half convolutional codes leads to 
;I special type of infinite Markov chain in which only one transition of one stc:p toward the 
cxigin state is permitted but any number of transitions away from the origin state are per- 
mitted. It is shown that such chains have the singular properry that the stationary state proSa- 
bilities ~0, zt , n2, . . . can be calculated successively without summing any infinite series or so%v- 
xrg for any eigenvalues. It is further shown ,hat the ,mafogous 1pfinjte Markc)v chains in which 
a single transition of one step away from the origin is permitted are also related to a problem 
an sequential decoding and also have a singular property, namely that n,i = ( 1 - p) /3’ where /3 is 
the unique real eigenvalue of the characteristic polynomial such ihat 0 < /3 < 1. 
5 1. Introduction 
Binary CO evolutional codes of rate R = t have proved to be the most 
important convolutional codes for use in actual commun!ications sys- 
:sms employing sequential decoding, the principal realson being that the 
rqesultant doubling of the signal bandwidth is sufficient to make neariy 
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optimurrs use of the physicA channlzl but not so large as to impair the 
capability of synchronously detecting the receivecl si :nals. For this 
reason, most constructios methods for conv Autiona! codes [ I,?] >ave 
been concerned with codes of this rate. In 52, we will show that a?-~ im- 
portant statistic encountered in *the: sequential decoding bf rate one-half 
<onvolutional codes can be described by a special type of queuing 
process -- or, equivalently, by a special type of integer-valued random 
walk with a reflecting barrier - or, again equivalently , by a special type 
or’ infinite Markov chain which we have called “unit-decrement” Markov 
chain., 
In 6 3, we show that unit-decrement Markov chains have the singular 
property that their stationar!, state probabilities 2an be found simply 
and exactly without recourse to the summation of infinite series or to 
the extraction of eigenvalues. 5 4 is concerned with an analogous class 
of infinite Markov chains which we have called “unit-increment”. We 
show ,that these latter chains are related to the “buffer overflow“ prob- 
lem? in sequential c’ecoding and that they have the singular property that 
thei:r stationary state probabilities are completely determined by a single 
eigenvalue. 
$2. §equential decoding of rate R = 3 convolutimal codes 
Convolutional codes of ral’e R = 3 may be described in the foEowing 
manner. Let 
x =x(+“l,_x2, . . . 
be a semi-infinite sequence of binary information digits, and let 
be: the resultant semi-infinite ncoded sequence. Each “branch” 
yi = [J/w p’] 
I ’ i 
is a binary 2-tuple deterinined as 
Yi = ZJ -ri_jgj 
j=O 
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where 
gi = [&I) &*)I 
/ ’ i ¶ Wjim, 
are binary 2-tuples whose choice specif!es the code, and where the indi- 
cated summation is performed in GF(2). The parameter m is the 
“memory” of the code. The code “rate” R is said to be 5 since two 
encoded digits result from each information digit. 
Suppose that the encoded sequencey is transmitted over a binary 
symmetric channel (BSC) with “cross-over probability” p so that each 
transmitted digit independently has probability p of being received in- 
correctly and probability 1 - p of being received correctly. We may 
then write the received sequence as 
r = Y(), q, r*, . . . 
where each received branch may be written 
rj =y’i + [ej”, ~~2t] . 
Here, the #) are the “error digits” which are statistically independent 
and binary-valued with 
P[el” = 1 ] -= 1 - P[(+” =. 01 C&J . 
Sequential decoding [ 21 is a procedure for decoding the received 
sequence which compares k!jpotkesized encoded paths, say 
[j’()& 3 .*=9 &] with the corresponding segment of the received path. 
This comparison employs ti statistic, called the “Fano metric” [ 2,G ] 
which is additive over the hypothesized branches and whose val~le for 
any one ImIrpothesized branch is 
where P[r 1~71 is the probability of receiving r over the BSC when v is 
Lransmitted. W&en the hyporhesized path is the actual encoded seque~~cc 
the branch metrics reduce &I the statistically independent random 
variablles 2.. givcll by 
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Zi = 1 + lag2 P[ej’ ‘1 + log2 P[ei2’] 
wherl: P[e] is p or t--p accorhg as e is 1 or 0. l[t fco.l*~~& from (1) that 
the branch metrics zOr q, z2,, l along the correct patic are statistically 
independent random qIrariables with the common distlri bution 
(2) P[Zi = I + 2 log2 (l-p)] = (l-pj2 ) 
P[Zi = 1 f log2 p( 1 --+)I = 2p( 1 -p) :, 
P[Zi = 1 +Nog2p] =p2. 
The tot ~1 or “‘cumu&tive metric” for the first: k+ 1 branches of the 
correct path is the Guantity 
(3) Mk = i_o zi l z 
k 
A fkdamental statistic iltL sequential decoding is the difference &, 
between the cumulative metric and its smallest succeeding value, i.e. 
sin::- this difference detePmirles the amount by which the sequential 
de-.sorfer’s “threshold’ wil: have to be lowered before the branch yk is 
fin&y decoded IS J. If Dk = 0, then this branch is called a “breakout” 
poi.r~f [ 5, pp,. 27 l-2731 and wJ11 be decoded by a single computtition 
in it he sequential decoder. As Dk increases, the amount lof computation 
required to decode 8he branch :yi increases exponentially. Thus, the 
distribution of Dk is the primary dettrminant of the computational 
bFthavior of the sequential decoder. 
Howe (3) and (4), it follc& that 
Dk = - min (0, izk+, , zk+] c zk_k2, . . . ) 
and hence that 
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n k+l - ‘:k+l :f &+I - Zk+l $ 0 , - 
(5) Dk = 
0 otherwise .
Since zo, 2 l, z2, ._ are statistically indipendent random vari;ibles with 
a ccmmoi~ distribution, the for.m (5) shows that the infinite sequence 
l ** &I, D,, Dk-1, ... is a “‘queuing progess” [4, p. 194 ] a;ld it is clear 
that the Dk all have the salme distribution. 
In practical sequential decoders, the metric values a:e always 
rounded to integers to facilitate digital computation. This rounding in 
(2) results in little loss of accuracy since p must be quite small, in fact 
p < 0.045 is the necessary condition for the average number of compu- 
tations per decoded branch to be finite. For instance, with p = 0.033 
(which is a typical p that would be encountered in practice) and with 
rounding to integers, the zk become integer-valued random variables 
with the common distribution 
(6) P[zp = + I] = 0.935 Ic 
P[z, = -41 = 0.01638 
Pi& = -91 = 0.0011 . 
The values in (6) are typical for sequential decoding of rate R = $ con- 
volutional codes in that the values assumed by zk alre + 1 and two mga- 
tive integers. 
From (5) and (6), it follows that the associated queuing process is 
equivalent o the Markov chain of fig. I in which thle transitions from 
state “1” are typical of all states rightward of state “1” in the chain. 
The interpr&d,ion of’ this chain is that if Dk = i, then state “i” of the 
chain is occupied. The transition to the next state, say “j “, determines 
Fig. 1. A Markov chain associated with the sequential decoding of a rate R = i convolutional 
code on a BSg’ with cross-over probability ,O = 0.033. 
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the v,I.lue of Dk_l as Dk_1 = j. Ef Q, 7c1, 62, . . . are the stationary proba- 
bilitie::s for the shtes in this chain, with ni being the stationary proba- 
bility of state ‘“if” (we shah short!y show that these stationary probabil- 
ities exist), then! the common distribution of the metric differences is 
5 3. (J&-decrement Markov chains 
The Markov chain of fig. I is a special instance of what we shall call a 
unit-decrement Markov chain, the general case of which Ps shown in 
fig. 2!. From any state Y”, 1 < i, there is a single transition of one step _ 
towarL\ the origin state “Cl”, but any finite number k of transitions away 
from rhe origin state are permitted. -4s a queuing process, such a chain .., 
corresponds bo the case where state “i” is occupied if there are E persons 
in the queue at the beginning of some given epoch, where one person is 
serviced in each epoch (unless of course the queue is empty), and where 
the probability is q that no person enters the queue in an epoch and the 
i>rohability is pi that ii-:! persons enter the queue in an epoch for 
6) 5 i I k. The Xarkov chain of fig. 2 can also be interpreted as an 
Ii ig. 2. The gc nerai unit-decrement Markov chain. (a). Transitims frcim state “f”, i 2 I. 
f b). Transitmns from state “0”. 
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integer-valued ra,ndom walk wit’s :j “reflecting barrier” [3, p. 3 12 ] at 
x == -3, where state 9” is occqied if the particle is located at x = i 
ant! where the particle can m;,ke a leftward step only of distance 1 (with 
probability q) but can make rightward steps of distance j (with proba- 
Mityp,)f0rOlj<k. 
For a unit-decrement Markov chain, we call tZ-:e quantity 
the “left ward drift”. It is well-known [3, p. 3341 that d > 0 is ihe 
necessary and sufficient conditin:l for the chain to have a stationary 
distribution and that this distribution is unique. (For the chain of Gig. I, 
d = 0.670(b SO that a stationary distI,ibution exists.) 
We now develop a very simple method for the calculation of the 
stationary probabilities I+-,, IQ, 7t2, . . . in a unit-decrement Markov chain 
with d > 0. We first note that d is the conditional average leftward step 
taken by the particle in the associated random walk given that the 
parGca1 is in a state ‘7 “, i > 0, and we note further that the probability 
of the particle being in these states is 1 --no. The conditional average 
leftward step giveri that the particle is in state “0” is seen from fig. 2 
to be 
But, since a stationary distribution exists, the unconditional average 
leftward step must be zero so that 
dc( I --no) + fd-qMo = 0 
which gives 
(For the i;h-ra\in of fig. 1, we obtain immediately 7~~ = 0.7 17 which means 
that 7 1.7% of the branches along the correct path will be “bre:ikout 
poirlts” where the sequential decoder will decode the branch with a 
singie comput i iion.) 
Having determined no? we may now find q from the equilibrium 
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equation written for state “0”, na,-nely 
q) = (q-+-p&) f (qPq 
I 
(~~ikh gives 711 = 0.0497 for the chain of fig. 1) and we may similarly 
fi’iad 7r2, 1r3, e.., on from the equilibrium e uations written 
at states “ 1 “, 6c%“z .* .) ‘%-- 1” respectiv@y. Thereafter, the remaining 
st,ationary probabilitiL?s may be found in succession fro;l’ the recursion 
for B = k, Ml, k+2, . . . . 
In light of the simplicity Gth which the stationary probabili:ties can 
be found for unit-decrement Markov chains, the question naturally 
arises as to whether simi3d.r “‘drift balancing” arguments can be used to 
obtain no, 7r1, 7r2, .. . in succession for more general infinite Markov 
chains. The answer is “no” as we now argue from the chain in fig. 3 
where we have relaxed the “‘unit-decrement” rec,uirement onb to the 
extent of allowing leftvgard moves of (distance 2. Since the transition 
probabilities in tEs particular chain are rational numbers, any finite set s 
of drift-balancing cquatic ns for this chain would give a finite number of 
linear equations for a finite set of unKnowns from no, nl, 7r2, . with 
rational coefficients. Hence, if the equations could be solved, the result- 
ing state probabilities would be rational. However, the actual stationary 
probabilities for this chain are 
i20, 
where 0 = -$ + J$ and hence the true solutintls are irrational. (En the 
next section, it will be seen that the simple ME.A oi‘ he state piobabil- 
arftov chain used to demonstrate the failure of “drift balancimg” methods for cak~r- 
i Ming the station&T distribution. 
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ities for the chain of fig. 3 is no+, accidental since this chain is of the 
“unit-increment” type which G /ill be considered in thlat section.) 
3 4. Unit-incremnt Msrkov chains 
The singularity of unit-decrement Markbv chains leads to th,: question 
of whether t3e analogous chains in which there is a single rightward 
trans’ition of one state but an) finite number of 1eftw;zrd transitions 
might also be singuiar in some way. The answer is “yes” as ~i?l be shcwn 
below. We shall call this class of infinite Markov chains by the term 
unit-increment Markov chains, the general case of which is shown in 
fig. 4. 
AS a qutiuing process, a unit-increment Markov chain corresponds tr, _ 
the situation in which one person enters the queue in each epoch whex- 
as 0, 1, 2, . . . . k, k-i-1 persons are serviced in an epoch Twith respective 
probabilitiesq,Po,Pil l ~.,pk_r,pk~ The corresponding interpretation 
8s an integer-valued random walk should be self-evident. For the general 
d i--k Q -0 i+l 
(a)’ 
Fig. 4. The general tinit-increment Fsrkov chaira. ia). Tr;m dions from state “i”, i > k. 
(b). ‘Izmsitions from state “i”, 1 5. d < k. (c). Transitions from state “0”. 
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uni t-increntm~: b Ohain of’ fig. 4, the “leftward drift” is given 3s 
and d > (.J is of course again the necessary and suffil=;ient condition for 
the existe;,ce of stationary probabilities which are unique when they 
exist. 
I.Jni&rzrement Markov chains have an interesting connection to the 
“bufff,r overflow” problem encountered in sequential decoding of con- 
volutjonal codes (of any rate and on sny memoryless channel) [8, pp. 
449-4521. In actual decoding syzterls, the information sequence is 
terminated after L, digits and the enccider’i sequence correspondingly 
terminated after L + m branches wht:e ~RZ is the code memory. This- 
permits the indtpendent dlecoding of each such received “frame” by the 
sequential decoder. Since the number of computations required to 
clecode a frame is a random variable, t.Ae sequential decoder is used in 
conjunction with a memory “buffer” which serves as the queue for 
those frames rzce,ived while the sequentia! decoder is processing a frame. 
Considering an epoch as the time require{! for the reception of one 
frame, we see that one frame (or “persorry’) enters the queue each 
epoch while 0, 1, 2, .,., k+l frames may be decoded (or “serviced”) in 
an epoch, k+l being the number of frames that the decoder would 
process in an epoch if it made only one computation per branch The 
resulting queuing process is thus that corresponding to a unit-increment 
Marktiv chain (if one psaperly selects q, po, pl, . . . . pk so as to account 
properly for the 4ases when the decoder has processed part of a frame 
is T $n epoch). In Iractice, the buffer is able to .;tore only a finite num- i 
her of frames, sak F, so that 
is the probability th;jt the: buffer will overfhw. As Wozencraft and 
Jacobs [ 8, p. 45 1 ] h.:!ve TC~:;L~: d out, PB is the real determiner of 
decoding failures in seaulntial decoding systems ince the computation 
per branch done by the sep;Ilential decoder is Pareto-distributed so that 
PB decreasses a  ouiy the reciprocal of a small power of F whereas the 
probablility of a deco ing f:rrOr by the seqtrential decoder decreases 
exponenkiaiiy with HJ and can bL r;lade negligibly small in practical 
systems. 
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We now proceed to determirt: the nature of th.7 stationary probabil- 
ities for general unit-incremen c Markov chains. WC suppose that d > 0 
so tlhat he stationary probabilities exist (and are unique) and also that 
q > 0 sitice otherwise Q = 1 is the trivial stationary distribution. From 
fig. 4, we see that the stationary probabilities atisfy the recursion 
‘i+l = q*i + PoTi+ + 0.0 + pkffi+k+l 3 i>O, 
or, eqa!iv3lently, 
(8) qni + (Po-l)ni+l +plri+2 + n *- +pkni+k.+l = 0 7 i>O. 
The characteristic polynomial of the linear recursion (8) is 
. 
W c(x) =p&xk+’ + I.. +ptx2 + (po-1)x -+ lj’
which, according to Descartes’ rule of signs, has ei’ener two positive real 
roots or none. #But I is a root c;c.‘~Qx) so there is another positive reai 
root which we shall denote p. We note that c(O) =: q > 0, c( 1) = 0, and 
c’( 1) = (k+l) & + k&k_, + 9.. + 37, + j+-J - 1 
=d>O 
(where we have used (7) and the fact that q = 1 -- (p. + p1 + . . . + pk)). 
It follows then that 
(10) o<p< 1. 
We now will show that 
(11) Xi = (l-/3)p’ ) i20, 
is the solution for the stationary probabilities, i.e., that the single eigen- 
value /3 c ,mpletely determines the stationary distributic+n of 3 unit- 
incremen;l t Markov chain. 
Since 13 is a root of c(x), the solution ( 1 1) satisfies the- recursion (8, 
i.e., it satisfies the equilibrium equation for state “i” LX all i > 0. From 
(10) it follows that the nITi are positive and from ( I I) that they sum to 1. 
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The only remaining condition which the stationary distribution must 
satisfy is the equilibrium equatio,tl for state “O”, namely 
By direct substitution of ( I 1) into ( 12) togc:ther with the fact that J3 is 
a roe+ of C(X), we find chat ( l2) is satisGed by thz solution (11). Thus, 
( I 1) i ; a valid solution for the stationary probabilities and hence, by 
uniqueness, is the only solutio*n. We have thlerefore proved: 
Theorem. A unit-increment Mtarkov chain (a~ defined in fig. 4) with 
q > 0 has a stationary distribution if and on@ if 
p1 + 2p2 + ..= + kpk - l,r > 0 
in which case the unique stationary distribution is 
where p is the unique real root of 
c(x) =pkXk+l  .. . +p1x2 + (po-1)x f q 
which satisfies 0 < fl < I. 
Several comments upon this theorem are in order. In a practical situa- 
tion (such as the buffer overflow case in sequential decoding) where the 
probabilities 41, po, . . . . pk are not icnown in advance, ,t follows from 
( 11) that the complete stationary distribution can be obtained fror3 ;s 
statistical determination of only 7~ and 7r1 (which as the two largest 
state probabilities require the least experimental data for their estima- 
6. rm cr.’ i to a &sired precision) since p = 7~ bra. On the mathematical side, it 
seems to us quite remarkable that, aithough the order k+ 1 of the recur- 
sion for the stationary probabilities may be arbitrarily large, a single 
eigenvalue completely determines’ the stationary dist.ribution for unit- 
increment Market chains. 
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It should be apparent hat *ne assumption that k is finite for both 
unit-decrement and unit-increment Markov chains is inessential and 
that all the results above still apply if k is allowed to become infinite. 
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